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Abstract—This paper introduces a fast analysis of signal 

integrity (SI) and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) 

conducted emission (CE) for a multilayer printed circuit board 

(PCB). The analysis consists in elaborating the ICEM of PCB 

constituted by electrical interconnect and integrated circuits 

(ICs) presenting digital and RF/microwave effects. The 3D 

multilayer PCB including the IC components are modelling with 

the Kron’s formalism using the tensorial analysis of networks 

(TAN). The equivalent graph topology of the EMC model and the 

transfer impedance analytical formulation are introduced. The 

EMC CEs emanated in the PCB are defined from the IC-EMC 

standardized internal activities. The overall system is modeled in 

the Kron’s equivalent graph. Then, the problem solution is 

determined from the mesh impedance metric and current 

calculation. is elaborated in order to establish the metric of the 

problem. The effectiveness of the developed EMC CE modelling 

is verified with comparison of frequency domain computations 

from the TAN method and simulations with a commercial tool. 

Less computation time of EMC CE voltage noise and transfer 

impedance spectrums from DC to 1 GHz was pointed out. 

Keywords—Signal integrity (SI); Electromagnetic compatibility 

(EMC); Conducted emission (CE); IC-EMC model; Kron’s 

method; Multilayer PCB; Transfer impedance. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

   The electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issue constitutes a 

major concern of electronic system designers with the increase 

of the integration density [1-2]. In addition, to meet the user 

requirements, the printed circuit board (PCB) must operate 

with higher data speed and generating parasitic effects of 

undesirable EMC emission up to microwave frequencies. The 

EMC perturbations influence onto the PCB performance [3] 

must be investigated with improved techniques. Therefore, the 

PCB EMC and signal integrity (SI) compliances are still an 

open challenge to the electronic and microwave circuit 

designers [4-5]. Different characterization and modelling 

techniques of electronic components and PCBs were 

developed for both conducted and radiated EMC aspects [6]. 

Nevertheless, the EMC experimental characterization 

techniques are usually time-cost and expensive. Alternative 

analytical methods [8-9] and computational commercial tools 

[10-12] have been deployed for the EMC analyses. However, 

more adequate predictive EMC model is still needed notably 

for the packaged structures [1,8]. A standard ICEM IC-EMC 

model referenced IEC 62433 has been developed to qualify 

the IC printed circuit boards (PCBs) [3,9,13]. Nevertheless, 

this ICEM model is generally implemented in SPICE circuit. 

But the SPICE environment is not appropriated to the 

simulations of PCBs including the 3D multilayer structures 

analysis. For this reason, in the present paper, an EMC 

conducted emission (CE) modelling is developed by 

exploiting the unfamiliar Kron’s method. Before the 



exploration of this unfamiliar and fascinating model, it is 

worth to describe briefly the state-of-the-art about the tensorial 

analysis of networks (TAN). Historically, the TAN was 

initiated in the 1930s by G. Kron to treat problems of 

electrical machine [14]. Since 1990s, the Kron’s concept has 

been extended and combined with the Branin’s method by 

Maurice and his group for the EMC of complex electronic 

systems [15]. More recently, the Kron-Branin’s method was 

explored to the modelling of planar [16] and multilayer [17] 

PCB interconnects for the high-speed SI analysis. In the 

present paper, the Kron’s method is originally used to the 

EMC CE modelling of a multilayer PCB composed of 

multilayer interconnects and ICs.  

 

II. METHODOLOGY OF THE PCB CONDUCTED EMC 

KRON’S METHOD ANALYSIS 

   The present paragraph describes the methodology of the 

Kron’s model development. After the problem formulation, 

the graph description and the tensorial expressions of EMC 

CE transfer impedance will be introduced. 

A. Formulation of the Considered PCB EMC CE Problem 

For the better understanding the Kron’s modelling, a proof 

of concept (PoC) having block diagram and the 3D profile 

view of the circuit under study represented in Fig. 1 is studied 

in this paper. This PCB is constituted by ICs IC1 and IC2 and 

decoupling capacitors (“de-cap”) implemented on four-layer 

structure. This circuit will be considered to study the EMC CE 

when there are two ICs operating in coordination. A 1 Ω EMC 

test probe can be envisaged for the EMC CE measurement. 

The bias voltage references are represented by Vss and Vdd 

planes. The via elements constituting the PCB is modeled as 

LC π-networks [18-19]. 

(a)  
(b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Block diagram and (b) configuration of the 3D multilayer PCB. 

B. Graph Topology 

The EMC CE circuit model between the power supply 

nodes Vdd and Vss of IC1 and IC2 are depicted in Fig. 2. In 

addition to the internal activity source current, the presented 

passive component parameters represent the bias, die, via, 

decoupling (“dec”) and packaging (“pack”) elements [9]. 

 

Fig. 2. EMC CE model between the nodes Vdd and Vss of the utilized ICs [9]. 

The classical schematic of the overall PCB circuit EMC CE 

introduced in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3. The determination of 

the CE voltage noise across the reference ground plane of the 

ICs IC1 and IC2 constitutes the posed-problem. The CE is 

analyzed by integrating ICs’ ICEM-CE models essentially 

built with the decoupling capacitors, RC-network, die RL-

network and packaging RL-network models. The EMC CE 

generator of the ICs is represented by the current source 

internal activities IA1 and IA2. Table I indicates the main 

parameters of the constituting network passive elements [9]. 

Then, the Kron’s formalism of the considered electronic 

system is constructed with the equivalent graph introduced in 

Fig. 4. This graph is composed of B=18 branches and M=9 

meshes. The IC1 and IC2 IC-EMC models are implemented in 

left and right parts of the graph, respectively. The model of the 

test probe for the CE voltage noise monitoring is integrated 

into the bottom part of the graph. The right part is composed 

of the ICEM – CE model of IC2. The branch and mesh 

contravariable currents are denoted by Ib (b={1,2,…,18}) and 

Jm (m={1,2,…,9}) respectively. 

TABLE I.  ICEM CE MODEL PARAMETERS 

Network description Impedance 

name 

Detailed parameters 

Bias Z1 Cb1 

Die Z2 Rvdd1_die, Lvdd1_die 

Decoupling Z3 Rdec1, Cd1 

Die Z4 Rvss1_die, Lvss1_die 

Via and packaging 

Z5 Lvdd1_pack, Lvdd1_via, Rvdd1_via 

Z6 Lvss1_pack, Lvss1_via, Rvss1_via 

Z7 Lvss2_pack, Lvss2_via, Rvss2_via 

Z8 Lvdd2_pack, Lvdd2_via, Rvdd2_via 

Decoupling Z9 Cd2, Rdec1 

Die 
Z10 Lvdd2_die, Rvdd2_die 

Z11 Lvss2_die, Rvss2_die 

Bias Z12 Cb2 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. IC-EMC CE circuit model of the PCB introduced in Fig. 1. 



 

Fig. 4. Kron’s equivalent graph topology of the circuit shown in Fig. 3. 

C. Tensorial Analysis 

To establish the Kron’s mathematical analysis, the current 

and voltage can be represented by other sources and flux 

respectively. 

1) Branch Space Analysis 

All the impedance functions on the branches composed the 

diagonal of the branch space matrix. The size of the square 

matrix is equal to the number of branches. The branch 

impedance metric and the voltage source covariable can be 

defined in the following equations respectively: 
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For the sake of the analytical simplification, the Kron’s 

formalism allows the transformation from branch space to 

mesh space, the connection matrix b

mC  is established based on 

the relation between the branch current and mesh current.  

2) Mesh Space Analysis 

The mesh fictive current J1,…,9 is considered as the expected 

results which can be determined systematically by the 

following equations: 
b

m m bE C E= , (3) and a b

mn m ab nZ C Z C= . (4) 

The expected frequency domain results for the mesh current 

can be obtained merely with the global Ohm’s law: 
n nm

mJ Y E= , (5) with  
1nm

mnY Z
−

  =  . (6) 

3) EMC CE Transfer Impedances 

By denoting j  and k={1,2}, the angular frequency 

complex variable, the transfer impedance associated to the IC1 

and IC2 internal activities can be defined respectively as: 

( ) ( ) / ( )
k kt nCE kZ j V j IA j=   . (7) 

The total transfer impedance can be written as: 

1 2
( ) ( ) ( )t t tZ j Z j Z j= +   . (8) 

In order to highlight the relevance of this theoretical approach, 

EMC CE analysis in the frequency domain will be discussed 

in the next section. 

III. VALIDATION RESULTS  

To validate the proposed Kron’s transfer impedance 

model, comparison between Matlab computations and 

SIwave® [12] from ANSYS® is performed. The PoC 3D 

multilayer PCB is built with conductor layers made of copper 

metallization and FR4 dielectric substrate. 

A. Description of the PoC Parameters 

The two ICs constituting the PCB PoC are IC1 is a µP 

component from STMicroelectronics Technology® and IC2 is 

a Flash component from Micron®. These ICs share the same 

reference voltage VSS=0 V with different core supplies 

VDD1=1.1 V and VDD2=3.3 V. Based on the fabrication 

technology specifications, the CE model parameters of IC1 and 

IC2 are generated by the IC-EMC tool developed by the INSA 

Toulouse laboratory [9,13]. The characteristics of the internal 

activities, low and high current levels Il and Ih, and the time 

domain parameters, rise and fall times tr and tf, time width Tw 

and signal period T are summarized in Table II. By injecting 

the spectrums of IA1(jω) and IA2(jω) into the inputs of the 

Kron’s graph developed in the previous section, the CE 

ground noise VnCE(jω) is computed. The model and simulation 

were performed in Python® programming.  

TABLE II.  IC INTERNAL ACTIVITY ELECTRICAL AND TIME-

DOMAIN CHARACTERISTICS. 

IA Ilow/Ihigh Rise/fall times Pulse width/ 
Period 

μP 0.113 A/1.125 A 0.12 ns 18 ps/2.25 ns 

FLASH 0.095 A/0.945 A 0.15 ns 22 ps/7.85 ns 

B. Discussion on the Frequency Domain Results 

Fig. 5(a) plots the transient signals corresponding to IA1 and 

IA2. These perturbations are characterized from the IC EMC 

standards. Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(c) display respectively the 

magnitudes of VnCE and transfer impedance Zt from DC to 1 

GHz related to IA1 and IA2 from the Kron’s model and the 

commercial tool SIWave® from ANSYS®. It can be 

emphasized these frequency results are globally well-

correlated. The discrepancies appearing especially at low 

frequencies are mainly due to the numerical accuracies and the 

errors from the IA1 and IA2 FFTs.  Table III describes the 

different advantages and drawbacks of the TAN modelling 

compared to the familiar computational methods as SPICE 

and full wave approaches. Despite the mentioned 

disadvantages, our future work is aimed to develop an 

improved method enabling to increase the Kron’s model 

accuracy in function of the specific application cases. 



 

 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the simulated and Kron’s modeled spectrums of (a) 

Internal activity of IC1 and IC2 (b) the CE noise voltage and (c) the ICs 

transfer impedance. 

TABLE III.  COMPARISON OF THE TAN MODEL ADVANTAGES AND 

DRAWBACKS WITH THE FAMILIAR CIRCUIT SIMULATION SOLVER. 

Method Advantage Drawback 

SPICE Based on the nodal analysis 

which is very good for the 

lumped linear circuit analysis  

Hard to analyze coupling and 

EM fields 

Full 

wave 

Numerical simulator based on 
solving Maxwell equations 

which is very good for 3D 

basic structure analysis 

Cannot be used for the 
lumped circuit analysis and 

particularly long time 

consuming 

Kron’s 

method 

The fast solution for complex 

circuits with less pre- and post-

processing and good for 
analyzing entire hybrid system  

Sensitive to the inaccuracies 

related to the constituting 

hybrid elements  

IV. CONCLUSION 

 An unfamiliar EMC CE model of multilayer PCB is 

developed. The proposed model is based on the Kron’s 

method. The modeling methodology is highlighted with a PoC 

four-layer PCB built with µP and Flash components. The 

different steps from the problem parametrization, circuit 

representation, graph topology elaboration and tensorial 

expression are described. The relevance of the EMC CE 

Kron’s model is approved with comparison between Python® 

computation and commercial tool simulations. The computed 

results of the CE voltage spectrums are in good correlation 

with the commercial tool simulation. 
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